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PASADENA, Calif. â€” The Expressive Body: Memory, Devotion, Desire (1400-1750), a new exhibition at the Norton Simon Museum, tackles a sweeping subject in just three rooms. Contemplating sacred and secular
bodies in painting and sculpture, and how our bodies as viewers interact with them, the show is a perfectly timed refresher on the importance of physicality in art.In the early modern era, artwork was expected to act upon
the body in ways both mystical and mundane. It was thought that a pregnant person gazing on particular images could affect the beauty of their unborn child; meditation on devotional objects could stimulate the soul, while
erotic works â€” well, you get the picture. A central point of this show, which intermingles portrayals of agony and ecstasy, is that divine and erotic passions are not as polar as they may seem to us
today.â€œThere&#8217;s a lot of interplay between the passionate feelings that one might feel looking at a representation of a beautiful body in an erotic context and the deep emotion [or] bodily response that someone
might have to a picture of the suffering Christ,â€• the showâ€™s curator Maggie Bell explained to Hyperallergic.The first room, â€œLove and Suffering,â€• guides the viewer through the sensory expectations of art:
illustrations of the five senses, erotic images intended for both entertainment and moralizing, and mythological stories that emphasize physical transformations, including childbirth. An interesting contrast here is the way
class was mapped onto morality: didactic depictions of supposedly crude or immoral sensuality tended to feature the poor, while more positive erotic depictions reveled in luxury. The latter often veiled their sexual intent by
featuring Biblical subjects as well, making the eroticism more acceptable within the bounds of a predominantly Christian society.Madonna and Child, after Donatello (15th century), terracotta (image courtesy Norton Simon
Foundation)â€œAccessing the Divineâ€• entwines physical and spiritual experience even further, focusing on Christian representations of divine suffering and love through images of crucifixion and self-abnegating
devotion as well as tender (and, occasionally, stiff) familial images of Mary, Jesus, and St. Joseph. These works visualized the Holy Familyâ€™s humanity and Christâ€™s physical suffering for worshippers in tangible,
relatable ways. Bell drew from the museumâ€™s deep vault for the show, with 50 of the 62 objects in the exhibition on display rarely or for the first time. The finds include a cuddlesome terracotta Madonna and Child, after
Donatello, and several poignant objects from Mexico and North America, including a visceral, polychrome Head of Christ in the agonizing pose of Man of Sorrows, and a potent retablo of Nuestra SeÃ±ora de los
Dolores/Our Lady of Sorrows. Bell points out that making art could be a tactile, devotional act in itself: an artist had to drive the arrows into a sculpture of the martyred St. Sebastian (since removed), while another
recreated Christâ€™s stigmata with pegs on a carved New Mexican cross.Unknown artist, Mexico, Head of Christ (18th century), polychrome wood, 17 x 15-1/8 inches (image courtesy Norton Simon Museum, gift of Mrs.
Henrietta S. Cecil)â€œAll of these works were experienced in multisensory ways,â€• Bell said. They were often touched for devotional purposes and surrounded by music, incense, and candles. Her aim was to resurrect
those sensations for visitors â€” though of course, weâ€™re not allowed to touch. To keep the works as accessible as possible, only one vitrine (required by a loan agreement) is used in the exhibit. The other objects are
open to the viewerâ€™s gaze and contemplation â€” especially the two works in the showâ€™s final gallery, which include guided meditations to reflect on both sensual and divine kinds of touch.There is a lot of ground to
cover, but the show manages to encapsulate the scope of bodily depictions in the era and open many avenues for thought. At times, the flow between subjects seems slightly tangled, but that may hark back to the
showâ€™s thesis â€” that the categories of sacred and mundane are intertwined.Initially planned before the pandemic, the exhibition has become a timely reflection on touch when that sense has developed new and
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anxious meanings. With the meditation gallery and focus on individual, physical experience, Bell is enthused by â€œthe possibility that this could be a healing space,â€• and the idea that seeing art physically can create
â€œa real connection, kind of a weight off our shoulders, that we could share this together.â€•Jan Massys, Susanna and the Elders (1564), oil on panel, 42 x 77-1/2 inches (image courtesy Norton Simon Art
Foundation)The Expressive Body: Memory, Devotion, Desire (1400Ââ€“1750) continues at the Norton Simon Museum (411 West Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena) through March 7, 2022. The exhibition was curated by
Maggie Bell. LOS ANGELES â€” Part time capsule, part love letter, the exhibition If We Canâ€™t Fix Itâ€”It Ainâ€™t Busted at Arcane Space is a tender reconstruction of the world of Hollywood cameraman Arthur
Gerstle.Gerstle, curator Morleigh Steinbergâ€™s grandfather, was an inveterate tinkerer. Upon entering the gallery, the viewer is first immersed in a recreation of his workshop (the exhibitionâ€™s title is taken from a sign
that used to hang in the space). With a fastidiously arranged spread of steel tools and wooden cabinetry â€” one even fashioned from reused cream cheese tins â€” the viewer is invited to admire the objects not only for
their utility but for their formal beauty. The tools, which Steinberg meticulously photographed for the accompanying publication, are in some ways remnants of a lost era of craftsmanship.If We Canâ€™t Fix Itâ€”It Ainâ€™t
Busted at Arcane Space (photo by Morleigh Steinberg)We see the objects from Gerstleâ€™s time in the Golden Age of Hollywood: a multitude of cameras, union cards, technical manuals, old footage, and
black-and-white film stills. During his career, which spanned over half a century, Gerstle worked with Hollywood icons like John Wayne, Bette Davis, Jimmy Stewart, and Frank Sinatra. As the technologies were still
developing for the growing film industry, the resourceful Gerstle often invented or rejiggered the camera equipment he needed â€” hand-cut mattes, or a custom-made device for a handheld camera. It was highly
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technical, and often uncredited, work. And while the spotlight often tends to shine on big names, this exhibition provides a history of the film industry from the perspective of someone who worked behind the scenes.If We
hyperallergic
Canâ€™t Fix Itâ€”It Ainâ€™t Busted (photo by Morleigh Steinberg)Also on display are the whimsical dollhouse miniatures Gerstle made for this three granddaughters and his prodigious stamp collection â€” he would filch
the exotic stamps from the fan letters sent to the studio. There was seemingly nothing he wouldnâ€™t try his hand at, whether
it was leather
working, stained glass painting, or whittling. (He also loved making bolos, and
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every member of the family had one.) While the results were often not perfect, their magic is in what they reveal about the love of tinkering itself.Steinberg hopes the show, with its DIY ethos, will inspire visitors to rethink
their own relationship to objects. In a culture where many things are designed to be disposable, and machines of ever-increasing complexity have lessened the need for the handmade, the exhibit is a testament to the
virtues of ingenuity and repair.If We Canâ€™t Fix Itâ€”It Ainâ€™t Busted at Arcane Space (photo by the author for Hyperallergic) If We Canâ€™t Fix Itâ€”It Ainâ€™t Busted continues at Arcane Space (324 Sunset
Avenue, Venice, Los Angeles) through November 28. The exhibition was curated by Morleigh Steinberg. The film center at the Museum of Modern Art is not the most conducive setting for contemplating experimental
work. To see the current show of selected works by the peripatetic hippie filmmaker and photographer Neelon Crawford, one descends to the museumâ€™s subterranean levels, where digital loops of his 16mm films play
in the lobbies outside the theaters. Passing Crawfordâ€™s Light Pleasures (1970) as you step off the escalator on your way into a movie, its monochromatic record of light reflecting on the the surface of water seems like
little more than upscale wallpaper &#8212; the visual equivalent of smooth jazz in an uptown concierge-medicine doctorâ€™s waiting room.From Paths of Fire II (1976)Or maybe itâ€™s appropriate that Light Pleasures is
next to an escalator. The loop of the moving staircase is site-specific reinforcement for a film that invokes the cycling of water from air to earth and back again. A similar, even more on-the-nose placement is at the bottom
of the escalator leading to the theater on the lower level, where youâ€™ll find the gorgeous two-minute Laredo Sugar Mill (1976). Even in a digital transfer (with which some rightfully have philosophical complaints), the
primary-color saturation of the original celluloid makes the reds and yellows look almost wet, oily, while the grain draws out the grit and grime adhering to the features of the namesake mill. Every shot of the enormous
machines processing an (unseen) natural product emphasizes chains and gears, turning cylinders and cogs, every link in the montage joining to form a churning circle that mirrors the conveyance of bodies on an
escalator, or film through a gate.From Rays (1969)Crawford, the son of modernist painter Ralston Crawford, was based in San Francisco and active as a filmmaker from the late â€™60s to the late â€™70s. MoMAâ€™s
exhibition focuses on a narrow span of his moving image work, drawing most prominently from films made on trips to South America between 1973 and 1976. These â€œmoving paintingsâ€• presage his eventual
decision to turn to still images. Most emphatically, the exhibition showcases a suite of films which straddle the man/nature dichotomy established by the two escalator loops, drawing out the abstract pictorial qualities of the
organic world and the photochemical process of film, and exploring the uneasy implications of the relationship between the two.From Ship Side Steel Plates (1974)Curators Ron Magliozzi and Brittany Shaw have installed
four of Crawfordâ€™s South American films on one wall in a double diptych arrangement. In KMK Cane (1976) and Banana Leaves (1977), bright green grasses and dappled, almost translucent fronds wave in the breeze
in rapturous Malickian close-up against a backdrop of bright blue sky. In a lysergic touch, itâ€™s sometimes difficult to tell Crawfordâ€™s use of superimposition and double exposure from the hazy reflections of bright
sunlight on the lens. Next to them are Ship Side Steel Plate Lights (1974) and Lago Agrio Gas Burn (1977), which hit you with elemental images of fire and water. Ship Side Steel Plate Lights, with its dance of shimmering
sunlight and rippling water, recalls Light Pleasures, except over an ominous metallic-gray backdrop pocked with welds and rivets. Lago Agrio Gas Burn records the red-yellow billow of flames. Seen against a neutral
black-night backdrop, the flames are a pretty picture, in that familiar doctorâ€™s office way. But Crawford pushes back against the wallpaper trap with shots of the flames pouring forth from a pipe and consuming
themselves against an edenic green backdrop similar to the biome of KMK Cane and Banana Leaves.From Banana Leaves (1977)The longest film in the installation, at 11 minutes, is 1974â€™s La Selva (â€œThe
Jungleâ€•), in which the camera peers downward out airplane windows onto vistas of lush river valleys, or upwards at the sun through rainforest canopies. It offers views of rain falling on the mud, snakes coiling in the
grass, villagers chopping cane or paddling canoes. It feels like reportage, albeit of the experiential kind. Crawford uses a number of photographic effects, particularly solarization and shifts between color and black and
white, to convey the entire spectrum of visual potential under different conditions of exposure.&nbsp;Depending on which projector youâ€™re standing under when facing the wall with Banana Leaves and Lago Agrio Gas
Burn, the ambient audio is either the chirp of crickets or the roar of flames. The effect is accusatory and self-conscious; in making these films, Crawford is himself arguably participating in the mechanical extraction of
images from the Global South. (Though given that his camera of choice was a Bolex, this would make him literally a small-bore operator more than a wildcat driller.) These works are aligned to the earliest traditions of
cinema, in which exotic locations and the novel technology itself were equal attractions to viewers. But La Selva especially undercuts any claims of ethnography by drawing attention to the apparatus of filmmaking. Like
much of Crawfordâ€™s work, itâ€™s a perceptual record, sensitive
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